When Ben Jolson, Rodger Landon, Jackie Fairchild, and Sarah Braithwaite all met, they got more than they
bargained for. From the word go, hell was hot on their trail, casting them into a world where the
supernatural and paranormal reign supreme. Fate had brought them together for a reason, to fight the forces
of evil and the dominions of hell. They were four young people with their uncomplicated lives, until evil
reared its ugly head forcing them to take action and into battle, with a whole load of trouble to follow.
The Devil himself decides to get involved and tries his best to destroy our heroes, sending maniacs, demons
and a whole lot more to destroy them before his ultimate goal can be accomplished. When the four met,
they set in motion the countdown to Armageddon and now is Satan's chance to return and wreak havoc
upon the human race, the only thing standing in his way are the Awesome four and he will stop at nothing
to destroy them. His chainsaw wielding terror named Harry Gordon, who gives up his soul to become an
immortal killing machine that leaves bodies strewn all round him and as he encounters the four heroes,
blood is going fly. Satan even tricks the four into travelling to the future under the pretence they are
protecting the new Messiah. When Stephanie the vampire queen comes to town all hell breaks loose and
poor Ben becomes a tortured man, and when something strange happens to his beloved Jackie things get a
little confusing. As we catch up with Ben and Rodger we find them standing at Dublin airport ready to
embark on a new life of sun, sea, and happiness. If only that were true. Let's join them now and follow their
journey from ordinary saps to American Heroes.
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